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Figure 1. Details of NFA structure in training stage.

A. Training the NFA encoder
To encourage the NFA encoder to extract the non-facial-

region features, a masked-image encoder M is trained si-
multaneously with the NFA encoder during the training
stage. As shown in Fig.1, a pre-trained human face seg-
mentation model is used to predict face mask M, and then
Ẑnfa is generated with M and Xt:

Ẑnfa = M((1−M) ·Xt), (1)

where (1−M) is the non-face mask.
In this way, facial-region features are excluded in Ẑnfa.

Thus we can remove facial region features from Znfa by
using a regularization loss between Znfa and Ẑnfa. The
overall loss also encourages Znfa to contain non-facial re-
gion features as much as possible because Znfa is spa-
tially larger than Zfnid and has a stronger capacity of detail
preservation.

B. Training And Evaluation Details

Architecture Details. The detailed network structures of
FNID and NFA modules are shown in Tab.1 The FNID en-
coder contains 7 down-sampling convolutional layers, while
the NFA encoder contains 4 down-sampling convolutional
layers and 3 ResBlocks. AdvHead is a 3-layer MLP that
outputs a 512-dim vector with hidden layer size of 1024.
The AdvHead is designed to be stronger to erase ID infor-
mation from Zfnid. Besides, both ID encoder and Adv-
Head are the pre-trained ArcFace [4] face recognition model
, and the pre-trained 3DMM predictor from [5] is used to
form regularization loss Lfnid

r . RegHead is an FC layer
to output a 67-dim vector with 3-dim vpose and 64-dim
vexp. In the last several layers of our Fusion network,
the AAD have three inputs: Ffnid

k , Fnfa
k and Zid. Ffnid

k

and Fnfa
k are firstly concatenated to predict β and γ, i.e.,

FNID NFA

Encoder

Conv(c= 32, s=2) Conv(c= 32, s=2)

Conv(c= 64, s=2) Conv(c= 64, s=2)

Conv(c= 128, s=2) Conv(c=128, s=2)

Conv(c= 256, s=2) Conv(c=256, s=2)

Conv(c= 512, s=2) ResBlk(c=512, s=1)

Conv(c=1024, s=2) ResBlk(c=512, s=1)

Conv(c=1024, s=2) ResBlk(c=512, s=1)

Decoder

TConv(c=1024, s=2) TConv(c=256, s=2)

TConv(c= 512, s=2) TConv(c=128, s=2)

TConv(c= 256, s=2) TConv(c= 64, s=2)

TConv(c= 128, s=2) TConv(c= 32, s=2)

TConv(c= 64, s=2)

TConv(c= 32, s=2)

Table 1. The FNID and NFA module details. Conv is the standard
convlutional layer. TConv is the transposed convlutional layer.
ResBlk is the residual convlutional block [7]. “c” is the number of
output channels, and “s” denotes the up/down-sampling scales.

β, γ = Conv([Ffnid
k ,Fnfa

k ]). The usage of Zid is the same
as that in FaceShifter.

Learnable Parameters. The parameter size for each com-
ponent is as follows: FNID encoder is 25.2M, FNID de-
coder is 6.3M, NFA encoder is 6.3M, NFA decoder is 1.6M,
NID encoder is 25.2M, and NID decoder is 12.6M. There-
fore, the total number of learnable parameters for FNID +
NFA is only 4.2% more than that of NID. The NID decoder
is larger than the FNID decoder because skip-connections
double the input channels in the decoder.

More details of the training losses . The adversary loss
Ladv is a Hinge GAN loss from a multi-scale (256, 128,
64) discriminator. The term Lfnid

ah is to train the AdvHead.
When it is used, the whole FNID encoder is fixed except the
AdvHead. In contrast, Lfnid is to train FNID encoder with
RegHead, thus Lfnid

ah does not contribute to the Lfnid.

Hyper-parameters. For balance and stable training, we set
βfnid
adv = 0.1 in Lfnid; βrec = 0.2 and βattr = 0.5 in Lglb;

βglb = 5, βfnid = 2, βnfa = 100 in the overall loss.

Details of Comparison with StyleGAN-based Methods .
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Figure 2. Comparison of ID consistency. The top-left corner is the source image, while the other images in the first row are target images.

Recent SOTA StyleGAN-based face swap methods [13, 14]
have not released their inference models or face swap results
on FF++, thus we evaluate our method using the same pose
and expression metrics of [14] for fair comparison. In terms
of FID score, we only compare with [13] because the work
[14] did not report the FID evaluation details.

User Study Conduction Details. We conduct a user study
to evaluate the face swap performance from three perspec-
tives: source ID similarity, target non-ID preservation, and
image quality. To this end, we randomly select 100 source-
target pairs from the FF++ [10] testset. The swap results
are from faceshifter [8], Simswap [3], InfoSwap [6], and
our method. Then, participants are asked to select: (i) the
one with the best source-image ID similarity; (ii) the one
with the best target-image similarity of the pose and facial
expression; and (iii) the one that looks the most like the real
photo.

C. More Qualitative Results

Comparison of ID Consistency. We believe ID consis-
tency is important in many applications (e.g., virtual human

creation, film-making), and swap identity should be consis-
tent across various contents. Therefore we show additional
results in Fig.2, where our method is superior in ID consis-
tency.

Comparison with Prior Arts in FF++. To further visu-
ally compare our method with prior methods, we randomly
collect source-target pairs in FF++. Referring to Fig. 3, we
can see that our swap results are better than that of other
methods in terms of source-ID similarity and target-non-ID
preservation, indicating our method has advantages in the
disentanglement representation.

Comparing with Simswap. Although Simswap [3]
achieves slightly lower expression error than our method
in quantitative comparison, its performance on source-ID
similarity lags considerably behind our method. In Figs. 2
and 3, Simswap has minor visual advantages in expres-
sion preservation, but its swap results are not similar to the
source ID. For example, referring to the 2nd-8th columns in
Fig.2 and the all results in Fig.3, the swapped ID of Sim-
swap are quite close to the target images. In contrast, our
results are overall superior when compared to Simswap.
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Source Target Deepfakes [1] FSGAN [9] Faceshifter [8] Simswap [3] Hififace [12] InfoSwap [6] MegaFS [15] AFS [11] UniFace [2] Ours

Figure 3. Comparison of face-swapping results on FF++.

Figure 4. Cross gender and age results by our method.

Cross-Age/Gender/Hairstyle Face Swap Results. As
shown in Fig.4, our method can produce impressive face
swap results for difficult cross-age/gender cases.

As for cross-hairstyle face swap, there are two situations
as shown in Fig.5: (1) Target has bangs while source has
no bang. Our method can handle this situation because our
NFA encoder can detect the bangs as non-facial attributes

Figure 5. Cross hairstyle results by our method. Result-AB is
produced by using image A as the source image and image B as
the target image, result-BA is produced by using image B as the
source image and image A as the target image.

and our decoder will preserve them. (2) Source has bangs
while target has no bang. Our method cannot handle this
situation because the pretrained ID encoder regards bangs
as a part of facial ID.

D. Discussion on Face shape swap
Face shape is a essential part of face ID. In our method

design, the learned masks in AAD ResBLK affect signif-
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Figure 6. Visualization of the masks when face shape changes.

icantly to face shape swap. Fig. 6(d) shows the learned
masks in last four AAD ResBLK when face shape changes.
From the masks, we find out the 7th AAD ResBLK plays
important role in face shape swap. Fig. 6(e) shows the
details of mask of the 7th AAD ResBLK. The GREEN
and BLUE lines roughly represent the swap and target face
shape. The inner region of the BLUE line are very dark
and the outer region of GREEN line is very light, which
means those regions are generated mostly according to one
input feature (either ID or non-ID). The region between the
BLUE and GREEN line is lighter than the facial region
yet darker than the background, which means this region
should be generated according to both ID and non-ID fea-
tures. From the qualitative results, our method is with better
swapped face shapes than other methods.

E. Ethical Consideration
The goal of this paper is to study high-quality face

swaps. It does not intend to manipulate existing images
or to create misleading or deceptive content. However, the
method, like all other related AI image generation tech-
niques, could still potentially be misused for impersonating
humans. We condemn any behavior to create such harmful
content. Currently, the synthesized portraits by our method
contain certain visual artifacts that can be identified by hu-
mans and some deepfake detection algorithms. We en-
courage to apply this method for learning more advanced
forgery detection approaches to avoid potential misusage.
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Figure 7. Comparison of face-swapping results on a video from FF++.
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